Calleija
CELEBRATING DECADES OF BRILLIANCE

Welcome to the world of Calleija where you will be captivated by the breathtaking creations on these pages which are all crafted with exceptional precision using only the rarest and most exquisite gems from around the world, the resulting works of art are enchanting pieces that epitomise timeless style and glamour.

We take great pleasure in announcing the expansion of our boutiques at Marina Mirage on the Gold Coast and The Royal Arcade connecting Old Bond Street and Albemarle Street in London. Attention to detail and a level of perfection befitting the Calleija ethos have been lavished on the creation of these luxurious, inviting spaces. These locations continue to have state of the art jewellery workshops onsite to nurture a connection with the excellence of our award-winning artisans.

We invite you to visit us at our London, Gold Coast or Sydney boutiques to immerse yourself in Calleija’s alluring bespoke creations; feel confident as you select a piece that expresses your love and individuality, a masterpiece that will be cherished for generations to come.

THE AUDREY

INSPIRED BY THE UNIQUE BEAUTY AND ELEGANCE OF THE 1950'S FASHION ICON, THIS OPULEN'T MASTERPIECE SHOWCASES AN ASTONISHING 6.53CT PEAR SHAPED DIAMOND AT HER HEART EMBELLISHED BY ROSE GOLD AND PLATINUM BANDS ARTFULLY ENCRUSTED WITH RARE PINK AND WHITE DIAMONDS.
An incomparable wonder of nature, the Argyle Pink Diamond radiates the full spectrum of pinks to capture hearts and imaginations. From beguiling shades of soft rose pink through to tones blushing almost purple and the exceptionally scarce intense reds, John Calleija hand selects only the most exquisite diamonds to inspire our artisans.

Beholding these extraordinary gems invokes a sense of wonder, their splendour commands attention as unrivalled collector pieces. The opportunity to possess one of these unforgettable diamonds is limited as the Argyle Mine, containing 90% of the world’s pink diamonds, will soon cease production. For over two decades, Calleija has proudly been an officially appointed Argyle Pink Diamond Select Atelier, a status afforded to only a select group of the world’s finest jewellers.

When enhanced by Calleija’s dazzling designs, these rare gems are elevated to coveted masterpieces of unsurpassed wonder. Create memories that bring a lifetime of joy when you honour the person you love with an Argyle Pink Diamond.
A SPECTACULAR BLOOM OF ELEGANCE AND INDIVIDUALITY.
‘ARMERIA’ SHOWCASES AN EXQUISITE RARE ARGYLE TENDER BLUE DIAMOND EMBELLISHED BY A DELICATE HALO OF ALTERNATING WHITE AND ARGYLE PINK DIAMONDS, AN EXCEPTIONAL CALLEIJA COUTURE MASTERPIECE.

FARRAH

A UNIQUE FUSION OF ETERNAL BEAUTY AND GRACE.
FARRAH, FEATURES A BEYOND RARE 0.37CT ARGYLE PINK DIAMOND ILLUMINATED BY A GRADUATED HALO OF WHITE DIAMONDS NESTLED BETWEEN TWO STUNNING ARGYLE PINK DIAMONDS, CRAFTED IN PLATINUM AND 18CT ROSE GOLD.

ARMERIA
FLORA

THIS PRECIOUS BOUQUET OF BEJEWELED ARTISTRY FEATURES A RARE 0.40CT FANCY PURPLISH RED ARGYLE DIAMOND, GRACEFULLY ENCASED BY A UNIQUE DOUBLE HALO ADORNED WITH PINK AND WHITE DIAMONDS. 'FLORA' DISPLAYS A PASSION LIKE NO OTHER.
ADELINE

Evolving timeless elegance, the striking symmetry of 'Adeline' enhances the extravagant beauty of the rare emerald cut 0.77ct vivid argyle pink diamond nestled at her heart within an ornate cluster of white diamonds crafted in platinum.
Elegant
Through graceful curves and intricate artistry, the platinum and 18ct rose gold ‘Marilyn’ ring awakens the beauty of three spectacular beyond rare Australian Argyle Pink Diamonds delightfully adorned by an array of white diamonds and finely detailed craftsmanship.
THE LEADING LADY

Inspired by his partnership with Aston Martin and influenced by the dynamic James Bond films, award-winning jewellery designer, John Calleija, has masterfully transformed a 5.18ct D colour internally flawless pear shaped diamond, once owned by Sean Connery, the definitive James Bond, to take centre stage in this captivating 7.77ct masterpiece. Bonded by a fine line of seven exceptionally rare Argyle pink diamonds and encrusted with Argyle blue diamonds, this ring is a unique and collectable masterpiece, complete with provenance documentation.

rare. beautiful. exceptional.
Cathedral
THE JOURNEY RING

The sweeping paths of this captivating ring reflect the journey of life and the paths we choose to take. Personalised with your own selection of unique gems intricately crafted in platinum, 18ct white, yellow or rose gold to celebrate the treasured moments in your life, the journey ring is as individual as you.
Engaging Brilliance

Love and devotion are at the heart of the Calleija Engagement Collection, a series of remarkable rings that epitomise the level of dedication and quality worthy of such a momentous occasion.

Calleija’s uniquely talented Master Jewellers combine tradition with enduring style to create works of art from the finest diamonds, coloured gemstones and precious metals. Each design is first meticulously hand drawn to ensure the harmonious integration of detail and proportion before gems are individually selected to create intricately personalised pieces of unsurpassed beauty.

A Calleija ring, personally crafted by individual artisans, is perfectly poised to express the unique nature of your love and commitment. Synonymous with innovative style and unrivalled beauty, each Calleija design is a magnificent piece of craftsmanship. Each exquisite ring can be custom created with your own personal choice of diamond size.

Create an unforgettable moment when your proposal is enhanced by an exquisite ring from one of the world’s most prestigious jewellers.

Rosalind

A Promise of Eternal Devotion and Adoration.
‘Rosalind’ features a stunning 1.51ct round brilliant cut diamond encased within a rose gold and diamond set floret. A hidden pink diamond sits beneath the centre diamond, secretly surprising and delighting the wearer.
A DRAMATIC SPIN ON A CLASSIC AND TIMELESS DESIGN.
‘KATHARINE’ SHOWCASES A SPELLBINDING 1.70CT ROUND BRILLIANT CUT DIAMOND,
ADORNED BY ARGYLE PINK DIAMONDS CRAFTED IN 18CT ROSE GOLD.
THE PLATINUM BAND IS DELIGHTFULLY INLAID WITH WHITE DIAMONDS
CREATING A UNIQUE VARIATION ON AN ENDURING TRADITION.
ENGENDERING PASSION AND ELEGANCE ‘MARLENA’ FEATURES A STUNNING 1.06CT ROUND BRILLIANT CUT DIAMOND SURROUNDED BY AN EXQUISITE ARGYLE PINK DIAMOND HALO ENCOMPASSED BY A DELICATELY FLUTED PLATINUM BAND.
SITTING ATOP A DELICATE HALO OF WHITE DIAMONDS, ELEVATED BY AN EXQUISITE DIAMOND LINED BAND IS THE CENTRAL JEWEL, A STUNNING ROUND BRILLIANT CUT DIAMOND. CLASSIC AND SOPHISTICATED YET DISTINCTIVE, ‘NADIRA’ IS A SYMBOL OF ETERNAL LOVE AND COMMITMENT.
YOUR OWN UNIQUE PERSONAL STYLE IS ILLUMINATED BY THE ‘VIVIENNE’ DRESS RING, FEATURING A UNIQUE SELECTION OF INCREDIBLE DIAMONDS SET AMONGST INTRICATE FLEUR DE LYS EMBELLISHMENTS. THE ‘VIVIENNE’ IS A GRACEFUL AND COLLECTABLE PIECE LIKE NO OTHER.
Desire stirs through the room as all eyes are drawn to The Glacier®. Radiating maximum brilliance, The Glacier® is a mesmerising triumph of design and craftsmanship.

John Calleija’s innovation has elevated the traditional cushion cut diamond to a new level with a distinctive and elegant cut, one that is gracefully feminine yet strikingly intense. Two years of persistence and dedication to excellence led to the development of Calleija’s signature diamond – The Glacier®.

Exclusive to Calleija boutiques, the stunning Glacier® can be delicately engraved to convey an intimate message. Celebrate the treasured moments in life with an enthralling piece of bespoke Calleija jewellery.

THE GLACIER® - EXCLUSIVE TO CALLEJA
EVELYN

Alluding to sophistication and complexity the classic design of ‘Evelyn’ elegantly showcases an exceptional 1.01ct Glacier cut diamond, elevated by a white diamond encrusted platinum band. Nestled beneath the centre jewel is an argyle pink diamond as Calleija’s personal gift to you.
AVA

FLOURISHING A REMARKABLE 3.06CT PEAR SHAPED DIAMOND, THE ETHEREAL 'AVA' CAPTURES THE IMAGINATION WITH REFINED DESIGN. UNIQUELY EMBELLISHED BY TWO RARE AND EXQUISITE ARGYLE PINK DIAMONDS, WITH FOUR ARGYLE BLUE DIAMONDS NESTLED WITHIN THE SHOULDERS.
SYMPHONY

PERSONALISED WITH YOUR OWN SELECTION OF EXQUISITE DIAMONDS
INTRICATELY CRAFTED IN 18CT WHITE, YELLOW OR ROSE GOLD SCROLLS

‘SYMPHONY’ IS AN IRRESISTIBLE FUSION OF
HARMONY, INDIVIDUALITY AND ARTISTIC BALANCE.
Colour your world
rare. beautiful. exceptional.
rare. beautiful. exceptional.
rare. beautiful. exceptional.
RARE BEAUTIFUL EXCEPTIONAL.
Sophisticated yet bold

THE GENTLEMAN’S COLLECTION
A COLLECTION FOR THE MODERN WOMAN

Characterised by dynamic silhouettes, undulating curves and bold design, the Zara Phillips Collection by Calleija calls to women with spirit.

The collection is a unique collaboration between John Calleija and Zara Phillips MBE, a partnership of talent and imagination that merges their shared passion for the exceptional and dedication to perfection. Together they have created a contemporary yet timeless collection comprising of the Saddle Suite and Coronet Suite.

Immaculate design, inspired craftsmanship and the superior quality that characterise Calleija jewellery culminate in a versatile collection of compelling pieces for modern women.
OUR FLAWLESS SERVICE
International Award Winning Bespoke Designers
GST and VAT free for overseas travellers
Unique Diamond Upgrade Policy*
Two Year Lay-by available**
30 day Refund Policy - excludes custom orders
Lifetime Warranty on all Calleija-made Pieces
Lifetime Complimentary Clean and Check
Expert Repair and Restoration Service
Secure National and International Delivery
Insurance Quotes
Redesign Service available
Jewellery Valuations

*The ‘No Loss’ Diamond Upgrade Policy only applies to diamond jewellery purchased from Calleija with a minimum carat weight of 0.25cts per diamond. The diamond must be in perfect condition and must be approved by our gemmologist for authenticity. The new purchase must be at least 50% greater in value than the piece being traded in. The full purchase price paid for the original will be deducted from the price of the new piece.

**A payment option which enables you to secure your desired Calleija creation by making regular scheduled payments for up to a two year period.

All jewellery, items, concepts and designs (materials) shown herein are the intellectual property of John Calleija Jewellers Pty Ltd ACN 003 774 285, and are subject to copyright, design and trademark protection. Any unauthorised copying of Calleija materials is expressly prohibited and shall result in an action for infringement and/or claim for damages against the offending jeweller or insurance company for a breach of the Copyright Act 1968 No.63 of 1968, Trademarks Act 1995, Act No.119 of 1995, Trade Practices Act, Act No.51 of 1974.

Any unauthorised use of this brochure including offering to copy any item or represent that you are authorised to sell, reproduce or otherwise copy the jewellery, designs or material is a false misrepresentation and shall be prosecuted. Glacier® is the registered trademark of John Calleija Jewellers Pty Ltd ACN 003 774 285.

WARNING: All materials in this publication are Copyright 2016 John Calleija Jewellers Pty Ltd ACN 003 774 285.

Each Calleija creation is unique and crafted with natural gemstones therefore colours may vary from the images shown. Designs covered by Australian and International Copyright Laws. Prices are subject to change.